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A SEAFOOD SOJOURN WORTH TAKING 

A couple of wrong turns and nearly forty minutes into the construction maze behind 
Jumeirah Beach Residence, What's Cooking had half a mind to turn its back on  
La Baie and head elsewhere. We're glad we didn't. 
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The fact that we were entering The Ritz Carlton's signature seafood restaurant  was never  
in doubt. The four large water tanks filled with perturbed looking, bionic-sized lobsters  
made sure of that. After placing our orders with the slightly wayward waiting staff, we  
gathered ourselves post-marathon trek to gauge the restaurant's overall appeal.  
 
As a fine dining establishment, La Baie  had quite naturally ticked most of the right boxes.  
Pleasantly spaced out tables negated any potential eavesdropping, creating a convivial  
atmosphere where the onus was more  on pleasant chatter.
 
Dignified yet surprisingly (and  thankfully) none too stuffy, the restaurant's genial demeanour 
meant that the effects of our  driving misadventure were beginning to wear off already. 
The well-chosen music playing softly in the background almost begged for cuisine of the 
slightly more rarefied variety… which it duly was. 
 
Our starters included one of the restaurant's signature dishes - Lobster Brandade. Deliciously 
fleshy, the dish and its assorted entourage of potato cake and asparagus mousse hinted at  
excellent things to come. The Asparagus Espuma  in pesto sauce and Foie Gras Brûlée served  

 with pear chutney and brioche were inventive little marvels that had  us smacking our lips 
in anticipation of the mains.  
 
On Sous Chef Umit Kaygusuz'  recommendation, I opted for the sashimi platter . Light yet 
packing wholesome flavour in every bite, this was Japanese done emphatically  right.  



The sashimi rolls graced with caviar in the centre were an obvious stand-out, Russia 
and Japan coming together in a rare instance of gourmet diplomacy. Meanwhile, my 
dining companion's Steamed Halibut garnished with a slight drizzle of toragashi was being 
met with equally fulsome praise, the softness of the fish offset quite brilliantly by the 
subtly pungent punch of the base spices. 
 
La Baie's extensive wine list, with a particularly inspired bottle of Scotchman Hills 
Chardonnay, helped keep us in good spirits until the arrival of our desserts. Tucking into 
equal parts of hot chocolate souffle and ice white chocolate parfait, we arrived at the 
philosophical conclusion that in dining, as in life, a little bit of sweetness goes a 
considerably long way. 
 

 
 
 
Bidding a fond farewell to the afore-mentioned lobsters, we departed with the thought 
that although getting there might be a bit tricky, seafood aficionados owe it to themselves 
to set sail for La Baie. 
 
La Baie, The Ritz-Carlton, Dubai (04 399 4000). Open Mon-Sat 7pm-11pm. 
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